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Social Science Bridge Course (English Medium) 

Instructions for students / Commune with students 
Dear Students, in the last academic year you have continued your education online 
and offline  in various other ways. This bridge course has been prepared for you 
with the objective of reviewing the previous class syllabus in a few days at the 
beginning of this academic year and preparing for this year's class syllabus. 
1. The bridge course lasts for a total of 30 days  
2. This bridge course will help you to understand exactly what you have learned in 

the  
     previous academic year and to understand the curriculum for the next class. 
 
3. This bridge course should be solved in the order of study day. 

 
4. It consists of day-to-day worksheets. You should solve the worksheet on your 
own as per  
    the given plan. 
5.Seek the help of a teacher or parent if you have difficulty solving the worksheet. 
6. Video links are provided to better understand the text given in each worksheet, 
using them  
    to understand the concept. 
7. Solve incoming tests as planned. Check with the teacher after completing the 
test. Confirm  
    your answers with the help of the answer sheet given at the end. 
8. Seek the help of teachers or parents to understand the part that is not 
understood or seems  
    difficult. 
Best wishes to all the children for the successful completion of this Bridge 
Course  !!! 
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 State Council of Educational Research and Training Pune, Maharashtra  
(Bridge Course) : Academic year 2022-23 

Std:  Eighth                                              Subject :  Geography                                               Duration - 2 hours        
Topic :  Local time and standard time                                                                                           Day : 1, 2 & 15 
Previous standards Learning outcome :-  08.73G.01 and 08.73G.02  
Topic :  How seasons occur, The Earth, Circles  
Let's recall 

 
1) How do day and night occur on the earth? 

 
2) What term is used to describe the earth's revolution around the sun?  

 
3) What are the vertical lines on the earth sphere called ? 

 
4) How many total vertical lines can be drawn at a distance of one degree each? 

 
5) What tools are used to measure 'time' ? 

 
Learning Experience / Activity :    

  
Activity 1.  To understand the changes in the locations of sunrise and sunset on the   
                     horizon, let's carry out the following activity.  
 

Date  Sunrise  Sunset  Duration Day Duration Night  Source of information  

17 June       
18 June       
19 June       
20 June       
21 June       
22 June       
23 June       
24 June       
25 June       
26 June       

 
Activity 2 :  Take a top and play it on a flat surface and observe the top. 

 

                                                 
From activity 1 and 2 you can see that there is a difference between day and night. Our earth 
revolves like a vertex. The earth revolves around its own axis. It takes around 24 hours for the 
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earth to rotate. The earth revolves around itself from west to east. Earth's rotation has made it 
possible to calculate time in the form of days.  

 
Activity : 3 Take a ball and lay a long wire in the middle with it .The point where you see the wire 
up and down is both poles. Now tie a rope tightly to the wires on both the sides so that the rope 
will look like a vertical line. Draw several vertical lines by tying several ropes in this way.  
 

                                                                                                                              
 

I understood this :  
You will get more information from  
 
https://tinyurl.com/y4gfdjnu https://tinyurl.com/ycwf8zml https://tinyurl.com/ybqr8l4v            
https://tinyurl.com/yalwbfzl            https://tinyurl.com/y8g65zcv           https://tinyurl.com/y9g9j68t  
  
Friends, if you don't understand something or if you find it difficult, discuss it with your elders. Also you 
can discuss it with your teacher directly or on a call. 
Let's try.  

 
1) The distance stated in degrees between longitude is called............. . 
2) ------ longitude is called the prime meridian.  

             3) What tools do you know to measure 'time'.   
             4)  The sun has set at Itanagar in Arunachal Pradesh. Write the sequence of    

          sunsets in the following cities. Nagpur (Maharashtra), Kolkata (West   
          Bengal), Gandhinagar (Gujrat), Jaipur (Rajstan)  

              5)  What is the rotation of the earth 
Assignment or project  
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State Council of Educational Research and Training Pune, Maharashtra  

(Bridge Course) : Academic year 2022-23 
 Std:  Eighth                                                 Subject :  Geography                                           Duration - 1 hour   
Topic :  Soil, Rocks and its types, Natural disasters                                                                      Day : 3 
Previous standards Learning outcome :-07.73G.05,06.73G.02 and 05.95A.06 
Topic :  Soil, Rocks and its types, Natural disasters  
Let's recall 

1) Which factors are considered for soil formation  ? 
2) What is the outer shell of the earth's surface made of  ? 
3) What is a volcano ? 

Learning Experience / Activity :  Observe the following pictures. What do you understand after observing 
the pictures ?  
 

                         
 

Activity 2 :  Observe the pictures and answer the following questions.  

                     

1) What do you see in picture  1         2) What work is being done in picture 2 and 3 ? 
 

I understood this :  
 

You will get more information from  
 
https://tinyurl.com/y5mcktma  https://tinyurl.com/y2n8h4fj  https://tinyurl.com/y2jfddwq   
https://tinyurl.com/y2qowkhv       https://cart.ebalbharati.in/BalBooks/ebook.aspx    

Friends, if you don't understand something or if you find it difficult, discuss it with your elders. Also you 
can discuss it with your teacher directly or on a call. 

Let's try.     
1) What substances are thrown out during volcanic eruptions ? 
2 )What types of rocks are formed as the magma and lava cool down ? 

                   1)Complete the following table. 
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Assignment or project  
 

A.   From the land in your vicinity, collect rock specimens of different types, shapes, colours etc. Observe the 
rock specimen and note down the following.  
 

1. Where was the rock found?:-       2.Colour of the rock:- 
                      3.Spotss on the rock and their colour -4.Approximate weight of the rock:-light/heavy 

5. Hardness of the rock:-medium /hard / brittle 
6. Structure of the rock:-hollowness /uniformgrains/layers  
7. Porosity of the rock-Porous/non-porous  
 

B. Show the rock specimens and notes to the teachers, parents and friends and discuss them.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Factor Role in soil formation  

The original rock  

Regional climate  

Organic manure  

Micro organisms  
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             State Council of Educational Research and Training Pune, Maharashtra  
(Bridge Course) : Academic year 2022-23 

Std:  Eighth                                                 Subject :  Geography                                                Duration :- 1hour                Topic 
:-  Humidity and Clouds                                                                                                                          Day :- 04 
Learning outcomes :-     08.73G.04, 08.73G.05 & 08.73G.06 

For bridge course learning outcomes of the previous class :-  
07.73G.07,  07.73G.09,  07.73G.10,  07.73G.11, &  06.73G.05 
 

Topic :-  Air pressure, wind and temperature. 
  
Let's recall       1) State the major components of the air.            2)What is the 'daily temperature range' ? 
 
Learning Experience / Activity : 
 

Activity  – 1.  Observe the below pictures. 

                                        

Explain the exact effects of the earth's round shape on the temperature . 
Activity  – 2. Observe picture and write the changed direction of the wind in the table below.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 You will get more information from 
 

                              https://tinyurl.com/y9fw9wq5                   

                        https://tinyurl.com/yagtmzgh               

                        https://tinyurl.com/y6uxwjmj  

https://tinyurl.com/y8nnvzm3 

 https://tinyurl.com/ydbqwmss  

 

Pressure  

Belts 

Northern  

Hemisphere  

Southern  

Hemisphere  

Mid      Latitudes   

Poles   
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 I have understood this 

 

 

 

Friends, if you don't understand something or if you find it difficult, discuss it with your elders. Also you 
can discuss it with your teacher directly or on a call. 
Let's try.  

1) Write the difference between wind and climate.  
2) What effect does the earth's atmosphere have on the wind?  

https://tinyurl.com/y5mcktma
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 Assignment or project  

 Read the passage carefully and what did you understand? Write it shortly. 
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 State Council of Educational Research and Training Pune, Maharashtra  
(Bridge Course) : Academic year 2022-23 

Std:  Eighth                                                  Subject :  Geography                                      Duration :- 1hour Topic 
:-  Interior of the Earth                                                                                                  Day :- 05              
Learning outcomes :-     08.73G.03          

For bridge course learning outcomes of the previous class :- 07.73G.05,06.73G.02 and  05.95A.06    
Topic :-  Soil, rock and type of rocks and Natural disaster  

Let's recall       1) What is the rock cover made of ?                 2) What is rock ? 
 

Learning Experience / Activity : 

 Activity  – 1.  Observe the pictures and write about it.  
 

             

I have understood this 
 
 

You will get more information from  
https://tinyurl.com/yy8ruj6t   
https://tinyurl.com/y3h96zy2  

https://tinyurl.com/y3h96zy2  
https://tinyurl.com/y66g3zzl  

  Friends, if you don't understand something or if you find it difficult, discuss it with your elders. Also you 
can discuss it with your teacher directly or on a call. 
Let's try.  

    
1. What are the characteristics of Igneous rock? 
2. What are the characteristics of Metamorphic rock ?  
3. Write the difference between Igneous rock and metamorphic rock.  

Assignment or project  
              Visit a place where ‘Arrest water, let it percolate’ is being implemented. Collect information    

               about it. 
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State Council of Educational Research and Training Pune, Maharashtra  
(Bridge Course) : Academic year 2022-23 

Std:  Eighth                                                    Subject :  Geography                                             Duration :- 1hour             

Topic :-  Humidity and Clouds                                                                                                 Day :- 06             Learning 

outcomes :-     08.73G.04, 08.73G.05 & 08.73G.06 

For bridge course learning outcomes of the previous class :-  
07.73G.07,  07.73G.09,  07.73G.10,  07.73G.11, &  06.73G.05 
   
Topic :-  Air pressure, wind and temperature. 

 Let's recall       
1. Why is the temperature extreme in the continental areas?  

            2.   Why is the temperature equal in the coastal areas? 
            3.    What are the causes of many events due to air pressure on the earth? 

4.   There is a difference in the air pressure to blow the wind. Give a reason.  
Learning Experience / Activity : 

Activity  – 1 
 

 
Observe the above pictures and compare sea breeze with the land breeze. 
 
Activity  – 2.   Draw the diagram of the water cycle.  
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 I have understood this 

           You will get more information from 

 
https://tinyurl.com/yazyusav 
https://tinyurl.com/ybnaz9z7 
https://tinyurl.com/yb73kgat 
https://tinyurl.com/ybw2mz74 
https://tinyurl.com/y87woxru 
https://cart.ebalbharati.in/BalBooks/ ebook.aspx 

 

Friends, if you don't understand something or if you find it difficult, discuss it with your elders. Also you 
can discuss it with your teacher directly or on a call. 
Let's try.  

1. The monsoon winds in the summer come from the sea but the retreating monsoon winds in the 
winter come from land. Give a reason. 

2. What is the effect of temperature on air pressure? 
3. What is an isometric line? 
4. What would be the reason for the difference in temperature in the coastal region ? 

Assignment or project 

                1.Draw the diagram of valley breeze and mountain breeze. 
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State Council of Educational Research and Training Pune, Maharashtra  
(Bridge Course) : Academic year 2022-23 

Std:  Eighth                                                   Subject :  Geography                                            Duration :- 1hour                    
Topic :-  Uses of Land                                                                                                               Day :- 07              
Learning outcomes :-     08.73G.11  &  08.73G.12 
For bridge course learning outcomes of the previous class :- 07.73G.19, & 07.73G.20 
Topic :- Human Settlements. 

Let's recall   1. What are Rural Settlements ? 
                     2. Why does the proportion of primary occupation be less in Urban areas ? 
Learning experience/Activity 

Activity 1  Observe the following pictures and do as directe 

 

                           
 

 

 कृती 2 ग्रामीण व शहरी वस्तींची व प्रमुख वैशशष्ट्ये हा तक्ता पूणण करा. 
 
 
 
Activity 2  Complete the following. 
 

Rural Settlements Urban Settlements 

Population and density of population are less.  

 
Maximum people are engaged in secondary and tertiary 
occupations. 

Transport and communication facilities are less.  

A village and a city are shown in the picture. Observe the picture carefully. 

1) Understand the difference between a village and a city based on the following points. 

(a) House  (b) Clothing  (c) Transportation   (d) Occupation  

2) Make a list of the things you have seen in a village and a City. 
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 Different Facilities are available. 

 Various types of permanent markets are there. 

Sufficient open space is available around the 
house as there is no shortage of a place. 

 

Traditional houses are seen in rural areas.  

 
From activity1 and activity2, we have understood that there is a lot of difference between village life and city life. 
Now those differences are reduced. Many facilities, enjoyed by the cities are available in rural areas or villages also. 

 
 I understood this 

 

 

 

 

 

Get more information from here. 

https://cart.ebalbharati.in/BalBooks/ebook.aspx 

Friends, if you don't understand something or if you find it difficult, discuss it with your elders. Also you 
can discuss it with your teacher directly or on a call. 
Can you do it ? 

               1.Write the difference between Rural Settlements and Urban Settlements. 

               2. Where do the human settlements mostly flourish ? 

Learning Activity/ Homework 

 
1.  Draw a picture and show Rural Settlement and Urban Settlement. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

https://tinyurl.com/y5mcktma
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State Council of Educational Research and Training Pune, Maharashtra  
(Bridge Course) : Academic year 2022-23 

Std:  Eighth                                           Subject :  Geography                                                 Duration :- 1hour                    
Topic :-  Uses of Land                                                                                                              Day :- 08              
Learning outcomes :-     08.73G.11  &  08.73G.12 
For bridge course learning outcomes of the previous class :- 07.73G.19, & 07.73G.20 
Topic :- Human Settlements. 

Let's recall    
1. How did the Human settlement evolve ?  
2. Why Differentiate between Scattered settlement and Rural settlement ? 

 
                              1.Identify the types of human Settlements from the following statements. 

 
I. i.  Facilities and services in these Settlements are not adequate. 

II.  
III. ii. In this settlement, the houses are too close to each other. 

 
                                    iii. In this settlement, houses are in a straight line. 

 
Learning experience/Activity    

Activity 1 – Find the suitable locations for human settlements and show them in the picture. 

                   
 
Why were the settlements shown at specific places? Why should the settlements be located there? Why can’t 
they be located in other places? 

From activity 1, we can understand that Human settlements flourished at places with favourable geographical 
conditions- such as availability of water, a conducive climate, fertile land etc. 

Activity 2: Study the diagram and identify the types of settlements. 

https://tinyurl.com/y5mcktma
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1) ‘A’ Settlement has 5-6 houses and the place does not have other facilities.    ----------------- 
2) ‘B’ has a high school, a big market and a small theatre.   ---------------------------  
3) ‘C’ has houses, farms, many shops and small industries.   --------------------------- 
4) ‘D’ is a natural harbour. Many industries have been established there. ------------------------- 

 I understood this 
 

 

 

 

Get more information from here. 

https://tinyurl.com/yxmg2tjx            https://tinyurl.com/y5oq3txy  
https://tinyurl.com/y4kg3zo3           https://tinyurl.com/yyg8plls             https://tinyurl.com/y5crwnc9 
https://tinyurl.com/y3j5xocp             https://cart.ebalbharati.in/BalBooks/ebook.aspx 
Friends, if you don't understand something or if you find it difficult, discuss it with your elders. Also you 
can discuss it with your teacher directly or on a call. 
 Can you do it ? 

1. Describe different types of human settlements. 
2. Differentiate between nuclear and scattered settlements. 
3. Explain the natural factors affecting the location of human settlements. 

 

 Learning Activity/ Homework 

Make a layout plan showing important places nearby school with the help of elder family members or teachers. 
 

 
 

https://tinyurl.com/y5mcktma
https://tinyurl.com/y5mcktma
https://tinyurl.com/yxmg2tjx
https://tinyurl.com/y5oq3txy
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https://tinyurl.com/y5crwnc9
https://tinyurl.com/y3j5xocp
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State Council of Educational Research and Training Pune, Maharashtra  
(Bridge Course) : Academic year 2022-23 

Std:  Eighth                                                 Subject :  Geography                                              Duration :- 1hour                    
Topic :-  Population                                                                                                                   Day :- 09 & 10             
Learning outcomes :-     08.73G.13   08.73G.14,08.73G.15, & 08.73G.16                        For bridge course 
learning outcomes of the previous class :- 07.73G.20 & 05.95A.06 

Topic :- Human settlements 

Let's recall            A.Fill in the blanks. 

1. Most of the people in the village area are engaged in  ------------- occupation. 
2. Urban people live in  ---------------- houses. 
3. Life of a tribal community depends on -------------. 

A. Why do people from desert areas live a nomad life? 
 Learning experience/Activity 

Activity 1 :- In the given boxes draw the diagram of types of settlements and   
                     answer the following questions. 

 

 

 

                                 A                                                    B        C   

             1. In which type of settlement population is less. ----------------------------- 
             2.In which type of settlement population is more. ------------------------------ 

Activity  2 :-  Observe the following map and answer the following questions.  

 

 

   

https://tinyurl.com/y5mcktma
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1. Which area would have less population ? 
2. Which area would have more population ? 
3. Which area would have a medium population ? 

 

From Activity 1, we understood that depending upon the availability of natural resources there is an effect 
on the population. The factors such as facilities available, productive land and good environment helps 
flourish the population. The use of natural resources depends upon the development of science and 
technology. The history and cultural aspects also affect life in the area. 

I understood this 

 

 

 

 

Get more information from here. 

           https://cart.ebalbharati.in/BalBooks/ebook.aspx            

Friends, if you don't understand something or if you find it difficult, discuss it with your elders. Also you 
can discuss it with your teacher directly or on a call. 
 
Can you do it? 

 
1) What is the costume of the people of Konkan? 
2) What is the meaning of the human lifestyle ? 
3) Correct the following sentence if it is wrong and rewrite it. 

People of western Europe are unhappy because of mild and warm weather conditions. 

Activity/Homework 
 
           Make a list of processes that would have started in the process of development of    
           human settlements. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

State Council of Educational Research and Training Pune, Maharashtra  
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(Bridge Course) : Academic year 2022-23 
Std:  Eighth                                             Subject :  Geography                                               Duration :- 1hour                    
Topic :-  Occupation                                                                                                                Day :- 11 & 12              
Learning outcomes :- 08.73G.17,   08.73G.18,08.73G.19, 08.73G.20 & 08.73G.21 
For bridge course learning outcomes of the previous class :-07.73G.13,07.73G.15, 06.73G19,  06.73G.20 & 
05.95A.06 
Topic :- Our helpers and agriculture. 
Let's recall                    

                                
Observe the following pictures and give answers. 
 

                           

1. You must have seen some of these people, name them. 
2. From this list with whom have you come across ? 
3.  How are they helpful for us ? 

 Learning experience/Activity 

                 Activity 1 :-  Complete the following table. 

Types of Occupation Example of Occupation  

Occupation depend on Nature     Ex. Agriculture,  ---------------------------- 

 Ex. Automobile and pottery making, -------------- 

Trading Ex. ---------------------------- 

Provide services       Ex. Bank, Teacher ---------------------- 

 

 

 

https://tinyurl.com/y5mcktma
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Activity 2 :-  Complete the chain. 

1 Cotton            Cloth 

2     Fruit Processing  Jam / Jelly 

3 Iron           Automobile 

4 Maida    Biscuit / Bread / Toast 

5                                                       Sugar 

     From activities 1 and 2, we can understand that different people work to fulfil our    
      needs and in turn, they fulfil their and others needs. 

 
I understood this 

 
 
 

  अधिक माहिती इथून धमळवा 
 
 
Get more information from here. 

https://cart.ebalbharati.in/BalBooks/ebook.aspx             
 

Friends, if you don't understand something or if you find it difficult, discuss it with your elders. Also you 
can discuss it with your teacher directly or on a call. 
Can you do it? 

                     What will happen if we don’t do agriculture/ farming in our nation? 

                     Write down names of the occupation of people surrounding you. 

                     Which occupation is called mining? 

                     What do you mean by pisciculture? 

                     What do you mean by agriculture? 

Activity/Homework 
 
          Write down the information about Horticulture. 

 

https://tinyurl.com/y5mcktma
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State Council of Educational Research and Training Pune, Maharashtra  
(Bridge Course) : Academic year 2022-23 

Std:  Eighth                                                 Subject :  Geography                                                Duration :- 1hour                    
Topic :-  Occupation                                                                                                                 Day :- 13              
Learning outcomes :- 08.73G.17,   08.73G.18,08.73G.19, 08.73G.20 & 08.73G.21         For bridge course 
learning outcomes of the previous class :- 07.73G.13,07.73G.15, 06.73G19,06.73G.20& 05.95A.06                                                                                     
Topic :- Our helpers, agriculture and occupation. 
Let's recall    

                                                
A)  Fill in the blanks. 
1) -------------- this job comes under tertiary occupation. 
2) In a tropical zone ----------------  is the main occupation. 

     3)Amol’s mother sells Papad and Pickles. This occupation falls under -------------- type. 
           B) Give reasons. 

1). Type of occupation decides the income of a person. 
  Learning experience/Activity 

        Activity 1 :- Rearrange the following pictures in proper order and number them. 

 

 

 

 

 

Activity 2 :- Arrange the following pictures in the correct order and number them. 

https://tinyurl.com/y5mcktma
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Activity :- 3 Arrange the following pictures in the correct order and number them. 

 

 

 

 

From activities 1 to 3, we understood the classification of occupations. Now guess the answers to the 
following questions. 

1. Classify the different occupations. 
 

2. Which raw materials are used for secondary occupations? 

https://tinyurl.com/y5mcktma
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3. Which finished/ processed goods come from secondary occupations? 
 

4. Which are the services given by tertiary occupation? 
 

     5 Which picture is related to the quaternary sector?  Which are those occupations? 

I understood this 

 

 

 

 

Get more information from here. 

https://tinyurl.com/yxnxuq8y        https://tinyurl.com/y2l83j5u        https://tinyurl.com/yxqgllt7  
https://tinyurl.com/y3d9r5n8        https://tinyurl.com/y2n9onfo       https://tinyurl.com/yyxdbydh 
https://tinyurl.com/yylo4sll           https://tinyurl.com/y2ow5vfb     https://tinyurl.com/y3axxzpw  

 Friends, if you don't understand something or if you find it difficult, discuss it with your elders. Also you 
can discuss it with your teacher directly or on a call. 
 Can you do it? 

            Answer the following questions with help of the pie chart. 

 

Information on human resources (%) of some countries. 

1 In which country are more people engaged in primary occupation ? 

             1. In which occupation do you find a near equal % of human resources ? 

Activity/Home 
             1 Why don’t we find quaternary occupations everywhere?  
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             2 Which occupations depend on agriculture? Name them. 

                          art.ebalbharati.in/BalBooks/ebook.aspx 

 

 

 

 

State Council of Educational Research and Training Pune, Maharashtra  
(Bridge Course) : Academic year 2022-23 

Std:  Eighth                                                 Subject :  Geography                                             Duration :- 1hour                    
Topic :-  Map Scale                                                                                                                   Day :- 14            
Learning outcomes :- 08.73G.22, 08.73G.23,08.73G.24, & 08.73G.25 
For bridge course learning outcomes of the previous class :- 07.73G.22,07.73G.23, 05.95A.11, 04.95A.16 
& 05.95A.07                  
Topic :- Maps - our Companions, Directions and Maps 
Let's recall   1. Where do the tools for man-made things come from? 
                     2. Which elements are not shown on the map?  Give a reason. 
                      3.What signs are used to show different things on the map? 
Learning experience/Activity 

                       Activity 1 :-  Find the mistakes and draw the                circle. 
 

     
 
Activity 2 :-  Which map is accurate, is it A or B? List down the incomplete things. 
 

 
I understood this 
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Get more information from here. 
https://tinyurl.com/y4uvxjoc 
https://tinyurl.com/yxnv2hhu     
https://tinyurl.com/y6yu4lz8   
https://tinyurl.com/yym2my9v 
https://tinyurl.com/y6vy8ey3 
https://tinyurl.com/y6xc2k88 
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Friends, if you don't understand something or if you find it difficult, discuss it with your elders. Also you 
can discuss it with your teacher directly or on a call. 

 
 Can you do it ? 

 
1. What is the Map used for? 

 
 
 

2. Shlok wanted to draw a map of his surroundings. He observed the following things. Help him 
to draw the map and suggest what things he can show on his map from the following. 
     House, flying crow, police station, cows, post-office, buffaloes, school, car, square, 
road, tower, railway, railway station, farm 

 
 Activity/Homework 

 
          Draw a map of your surroundings. Discuss with your Teacher 
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State Council of Educational Research and Training Pune, Maharashtra  
(Bridge Course) : Academic year 2022-23 

Std:  Eighth                                                    Subject :  Geography                                          Duration :- 1hour                  
Topic :-  Ocean Currents                                                                                                         Day :- 15            
Learning outcomes :- 08.73G.22, 08.73G.23,08.73G.24, & 08.73G.25 
For bridge course learning outcomes of the previous class :-  07.73G.22,07.73G.23,  
05.95A.11, 04.95A.16 & 05.95A.07 
 
Topic :- Let us read the Map, Directions and Maps, Maps and Symbols. 

Let's recall                    

                                            
      

     

1) Observe the above pictures and note down that, which one is a picture, map or outline 
2) What are the elements of maps ? 

 
Learning experience/Activity 
Activity 1:-  Identify the following signs and Symbols and write their names in the box.  
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Activity 2:-  Create signs and symbols for the following elements.   

Home :-                                  Road:-                               Railway track:-  

Hospital :-                             Hill :-                              Port :- 

Factory :-                                River :- 

Activity 3:-  The map below shows the height based on the colour scheme, but one of the   
                      colour schemes is missing so enter the correct colour scheme. 
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Activity 1 to 3 it is understood that many people use the map. The various elements are shown on the map. It is 
difficult to understand a plan or a map if it is not shown using different signs and symbols. Signs and symbols are 
shown in a specific and uniform way that everyone can understand in general. 

 I understood this 
 

 

 

 

 

Get more information from here. 
https://tinyurl.com/y4uvxjoc 
 https://tinyurl.com/yxnv2hhu                                                    
https://tinyurl.com/y6yu4lz8      

 
https://tinyurl.com/yym2my9v 
 https://tinyurl.com/y6vy8ey3 
 https://tinyurl.com/y6xc2k88

 https://cart.ebalbharati.in/BalBooks/ebook.aspx  
 
 

 Friends, if you don't understand something or if you find it difficult, discuss it with your elders. 
Also you can discuss it with your teacher directly or on a call. 

 
  Can you do it ? 

 
1. Write the difference between signs and symbols. 

 

2. What is the contour method used for? 

 

3. What is the use of the Colour Scheme? 

 

4. Explain Digital Elevation Model in short. 

 

5. Who can use the Contour Viewer map? 

 
 
 Activity/Homework 

 
 

⮚ Try to understand the picture-  
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